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The International Lunar Exploration Working Group
(ILEWG) was established in April 1995 at a meeting in
Hamburg, Germany. As established in its charter, this
working group includes representatives from many ma-
jor space agencies around the world and is charged with
developing an international strategy for the exploration
of the Moon. It discusses coordination between mission-
s, and a road map for future international lunar explo-
ration and utilisation. It fosters information exchange
for potential and real future lunar robotic and human
missions, as well as for new scienti�c and resource in-
formation about the Moon. An ILEWG web page is
maintained at ESTEC (www.estec.esa.nl/ilewg/) and
at LPI Houston (www.lpi.usra.edu/ILEWG/).

THE BEATENBERG DECLARATION, 1994

On the initiative of Switzerland and the European
Space Agency, representatives from space agencies, sci-
enti�c institutions and industry from around the world
met in Beatenberg, Switzerland from 31 May to 3 June
1994 to consider plans for the implementation of in-
ternationally coordinated programmes for robotic and
human Lunar Exploration.

Following the Beatenberg Declaration on 3 June
1994 (ilewg.jsc.nasa.gov/ILEWG/btnbrg.html), space a-
gencies from all over the world met in Hamburg, Ger-
many at the EGS Moon Workshop (3-7 April, 1995)
and in full agreement decided to create an Internation-
al Lunar Exploration Working Group (ILEWG). As es-
tablished in their charter, this working group includes
representatives from many major space agencies around
the world and is charged with developing an internation-
al strategy for the exploration of the Moon.

THE ILEWG CHARTER, HAMBURG 1995

The charter of ILEWG is:

� To develop an international strategy for the ex-
ploration of the Moon.

� To establish a forum and mechanism for the com-
munication and coordination of activities.

� To implement international coordination and co-
operation.

In order to facilitate communication among all in-
terested parties ILEWG agrees to establish an electronic
communication network for exchange of science, tech-
nology and programmatic information related to lunar
activities.

All interested space agencies will appoint two or
three members. A chairperson is selected among the
ILEWG members every two years.

ILEWG meets regularly, at least once a year, and
leads the organization of an International Conference
every two years in order to discuss the state of lunar
exploration.

Formal reports are given at COSPAR meetings.

ICEUM2 CONFERENCE, KYOTO 1996

The 2nd International Conference on Exploration
and Utilisation of the Moon (ICEUM2) organised un-
der the auspices of ILEWG took place at Kyoto on 14-
18 October 1996 under the ILEWG chairmanship of H.
Mizutani (ISAS). The declaration from this event ad-
dressed various aspects of lunar exploration with work-
ing groups (WG):

� the WG "Science of the Moon" identi�ed "Origin
of the Moon and evolution of the Earth/Moon
system" as principal underlying theme for de�n-
ing a strategy for scienti�c exploration;

� the WG "Science from the Moon" emphasized n-
ear term technology demonstrations on the lunar
surface that could prepare to future astronomical
instruments;

� the WG "Utilization of Lunar Resources and En-
vironment" stressed the role of the Moon as testbed
for using local resources in the solar system;

� the WG "Lunar Infrastructure Development" de-
�ned further a four-phase approach for an inter-
national lunar program.

The workshop participants were enthusiastic about the
progress made since Beatenberg in the �rst phase of lu-
nar programs, and note the increasing importance of
international cooperation and coordination.

ICEUM3 CONFERENCE, MOSCOW 1998

The 3rd International Conference on the Exploration
and Utilization of the Moon (ICEUM3), organised un-
der ILEWG chairman E. Galimov, took place on Octo-
ber 11-14, 1998, Moscow, Russia. It addressed in par-
ticular the following topical areas:

� Origin and evolution of the Earth-Moon system.
Impact of lunar studies on issues of the funda-
mental problems of geosciences and the origin of
life.
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Exploration and Utilisation of the Moon

� The Moon as a testbed for exploration of the so-
lar system. Establishment of a permanent lunar
infrastructure. New technology and engineering
related to lunar studies.

� Utilization of lunar resources.

� Environmental protection aspects of human ex-
pansion to the Moon.

The declaration from the 3rd ICEUM conference
can be found under:
(ilewg.jsc.nasa.gov/ILEWG/declaration.html)

ICEUM4 CONFERENCE, ESTEC 10-14 July 2000
The 4th International Conference on Exploration and
Utilisation of the Moon (ICEUM4) took place at ES-
TEC on 10-15 July 2000, organised under ILEWG chair-
man B. H. Foing (ESA): This included several sessions
on:

� Young Lunar Explorers' special session;

� Key science questions and recent results;

� Technology activities and future lunar missions;

� Splinter groups meetings on:
1. Science of, from and on the Moon
2. Technology demonstration, Utilisation of Lu-
nar Resources and Environment
3. Infrastructure development and lunar role in
human expansion in the solar system.

� Space Agencies Plans and Recommendations on
Lunar Exploration.

The results and recommendations of ICEUM4 are de-
scribed in a separte paper. One highlight was the foun-
dation of the Lunar Explorers Society (LUNEX) by 200
ICEUM4 participants, in order to bridge between the s-
pace agencies and the public. (see lunarexplorers.org).
The 1st convention of lunar Explorers is to take place
in March, starting in Paris, via Houston and closing at
Nice Lunar Odyssey of the European Geophysical Soci-
ety. ICEUM4 proceedings are published in ESA SP-462
and online abstracts are in:
solarsystem.estec.esa.nl/Moon2000/ilewg.4 frame.htm

INTERNATIONAL LUNAR EXPLORATION

We have de facto a new international lunar explo-
ration programme, with the recent missions:

� Clementine (US-BMDO, launched 1994), a tech-
nology demonstration mission that provided new
multi-band imaging of the lunar surface

� Lunar Prospector (NASA, launched 1998), a Dis-
covery mission with gamma ray, neutron spec-
trometer, and magnetic lunar mapping

� SMART-1 (ESA, to be launched end 2002), a
technology mission carrying new instruments (vis-
ible high res, IR, X-ray) for geochemistry

� LUNAR-A (ISAS, to be launched in 2003), car-
rying two penetrators with seismometers and e-
quatorial cameras

� SELENE-A (ISAS/NASDA, to be launched in
2004), with an orbiter carrying an ambitious suite
of science instruments

The integrated data from these missions will pro-
cide new views of the Moon, and will prepare the next
steps for surface lunar and planetary exploration. Sev-
eral missions are under study for later implementation,
such as SELENE-B soft landing technology mission, SE-
LENE II that could include a Lunar Global Network,
a Sample Return or a Rover. Studies for landers and
robotic outposts, as well as lunar bases identifying pre-
cursor technology developments are underway in the d-
i�erent space agencies.

THE MOON AS A STEP TO THE SOLAR SYSTEM

The Moon has and will be used as a test bed for
solar system exploration, with in particular many sci-
ence and technology synergies with Mars. We can test
on the Moon instruments, robotic outposts, techniques
of telepresence and virtual reality, the deploymnent of
large infrastructures. We can learn there how to coor-
dinate activities between robots and humans (remotely
or in-situ), how to build extraterrestrial bases, how to
live in villages, cities on other planets and continue the
human expansion in the solar system.
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